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Step 1: Roll positioning at 12:00 o'clock 

Press and hold button D for 2 seconds. The reels begin to rotate and stop at a random position.  

Now press button C until the hour roller is at 12. 

Now press button B and button A until the minute rollers are at 00. 

To save the entries, press button D or wait approx. 15 seconds. 

The rollers start to rotate again and stop at any position. 

 

Step 2: Setting the current time 

Press and hold button C for 2 seconds, the hour roller will rotate. 

Press button C to set the hour. 

Press button A to set the first digit of the minute.   

Press button B to set the second digit of the minute. 

To save the settings, press Button D or wait about 15 seconds. 

 

Demo animation mode 

Press button A and the rollers make 2 turns to demonstrate the roller movements. The rollers will then return 

to the current time. 

 

ATTENTION!!! 

The returns will be impossible if products were damaged because of incorrect use. 

 

DISPOSAL： 

The packaging material is reusable. Dispose of the packaging in an environmentally friendly way by 
putting it in the appropriate recyclable waste collection containers. Dispose of the product and the 

batteries in view of the environment if you want to separate. The device and the batteries must not 

be thrown in with domestic waste. Take them to a recycling center for used electrical and electronic 

devices. For more information you can consult your local government. Remove batteries first. 
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If technical support is needed, please call ... 

in Germany  0180 . 530 63 63* or info@eurotops.de 

in Austria  01 . 230 60 43 12 or info@eurotops.at 
in Switzerland   044 . 28 36 125 or info@eurotops.ch 

in the Netherlands 026 . 37 36 333 or info@eurotops.nl 

in France  0892 . 700 470** or info@eurotops.fr 

 

* 14 Cents/minute via German landline, max. 42 cents/minute via mobile phone network 

**34 Cents/minute via French landline. 

A possible return of products should be addressed to the return address stated on your invoice. 

 

Manufacturer: Ching Chi Industrial Co. Ltd., 23-29 Pak Tin Par Street, Hong Kong, China 
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